Bismillahir Rahmaanir Raheem

Hadiths from Prophet Muhammad (sawas)
The Following Hadiths End with the name of Ali bin Abu Talib (AS)
1. Extremely unfortunate will be the person who will curse you after I am gone, O Ali.
[Al-Tabaqaatul–Kubra. 3/35]

2. It is a fact that the bridge of Siraat is over a pass, only that person will be able to

walk across it (safely) who carries a testimonial from Ali (AS). [Tarikhe Baghdad 357]
3. O Allah, do not cause me to die before I am able to see Ali (AS). [Ibn Asakir]
4. Allah swt has ordered me to give the hand of Fatima Zahra in marriage to Ali (AS).
[Kanzal Amaal 11-6006]

5. One of the first persons to enter paradise will be Ali (AS). [Arjalal Muttalib 661]
6. It is a fact that the first person to offer Salaat with me was Ali (AS).
[Fra-ed al-Samatain 1/245]

7. I enjoin that anyone who believes in me and vouches for me should accept the

guardianship (Wilayat) of Ali (AS). [Majma-az-Zawaaed 9/108]
8. The first and the greatest misfortune that will befall Islam would be the opposition
to Ali (AS). [Yanabi-al-mawadda 257]
9. The first to join me at the pond of Kauther (in paradise) will be the one foremost in
Islam, which is Ali (AS). [Al- Mustadrakal-Hakam 3/132]
10. O Muslims, decorate your gatherings with the Dikr (praises) of Ali (AS). [Al-Manaqib Ibnal-Maghazli 211]

11. (I order you to) Shut all the doors that open towards the Prophet’s Mosque, except

the door of Ali (AS). [Fra-ed-al-Samtain 1/208]
12. The heading (beginning) of the book of deeds of every believer will be love of Ali
(AS). [Kanzal Amaal 11-6006]
13. There is no Sword like Dhulfiqar, and there is no young man like Ali (AS). [Al-Tarikh-al
Tabari 2/917]

14. O people, I make my Will to you, that you love the one who is nearest and dearest

to me, and he is my brother (spiritual) and cousin, Ali (AS). [Ibn-Asakir 2/207]
15. No one should pay off my outstanding debts except Ali (AS). [Kanzal Amaal 11-622]
16. Only that person will enter Paradise, who carries the testimonial of Love of Ali. [Al
Manaqab addin al Maghazli 119]

17. Every Nabi had a friend, and my friend is Ali (AS).

[Kanzal Amaal 11-234]

18. After me, the most knowledgeable among my Ummat (Nation)) is Ali (AS).

[Kanzal

Amaal 11-614]

19. No one may deliver my message except I, or Ali (AS). [Tarikhe Isfehan al abi Naeem 1/253]
20. Every Nabi has a confidant, and my confidant is Ali (AS).

[Yanabi al Muwadda 235]

21. Every Nabi has a successor and an inheritor (of the mission), and my inheritor and

successor is Ali (AS). [Al Manaqab addin al Maghazli 214]
22. If someone desires to look at the leader of the youthful men of the Arabs, he
should look at Ali (AS).
23. Of whomever I am Maula (Guardian and Master); his Maula (Guardian and
Master) is Ali. [Al- Mustadrakal-Hakam 3/134]
24. On the Day of Judgment, Prophet Adam will be proud of his son Shiet, and I will be
proud of Ali (AS). [Fra-ed-al-Samtain 1/208]
25. Allah swt will continue and establish the progeny of Muhammad (sawas) through
Ali (AS). [Al Manaqab addin al Maghazli 49]

The Following Hadiths begin with the name of Ali bin Abu Talib (AS)
1. Ali is my brother in this world and in the Hereafter. [Kanzal Amaal 11-602]
2. Ali has most knowledge about Allah among all the mankind. [Kanzal Amaal 11/614]
3. Ali is the commander of the faithful and the leader of the Muslims. (Kifayat at-Talib 168]
4. Ali preceded all others in believing and testifying in me. [Ibn Asakir 1/23]
5. Ali is the door through which forgiveness (from Allah) is sought, and whoever

does that is a Mu’min. [Kanzal Amaal 11/203]
6. Ali’s obedience is my obedience, and his disobedience is my disobedience. [Fra-ed alMustatain 1/179]

7. Ali is standard bearer of guidance and tower of faith. [Tarikhe Baghdad 41/99]
8. Ali is the door to the knowledge, and after me he is the expounder of the message

that Allah conveyed to me. [Kanzal Amaal 11/213]
9. Ali will be in charge of assigning paradise and hell. [Yanabi al Muwadda 180]
10. Ali is with the truth, and truth is with Ali. [Tarikhe Baghdad 14/321]
11. Ali is with the Qur’an, and the Qur’an is with Ali. [Al- Mustadrakal-Haakam 3/124]
12. Ali is brimming with the wealth of Imaan. [Al- Mustadrakal-Haakam 3/124]
13. Ali’s position with me is as the position of my head with my body. [Tarikhe Baghdad 7/12]

14. Ali’s position with me is similar to what Harun had with Musa.

[Kanzal Amaal 11/203]

15. Ali is from me, and I am from Ali. [Masnad Ahmed 4/123]
16. Ali is from me and I am from Ali, and after me he is the guardian of every

believer. [Ibn Asakir 1/379]
17. Ali is the Maula (Guardian) of him, to whom I am Maula and Guardian.

[Ibn Asakir

1/366]

18. Ali (only) shall pay back my outstanding debts and fulfil all my obligations.

[Fra-ed al-

Samatain 1/20]

19. Ali is my Nafs (soul) and I am his Nafs. [Al-Manaqibul Khawarizi 90]
20. Ali and his party (Shia) will be successful (In the Hereafter). [Yanabi al Muwadda]
21. Ali is the leader of the righteous and slayer of the (rebellious) evil doers. .

[Kanzal

Amaal 11/602]

22. Ali is the best among the mankind, and the one who denies it is Kafir (Rejecter of

the truth). [Kanzal Amaal 5]
23. Ali has an open sign (Testament) from the Lord, and I testify to that. (Kifayat at-Talib 168]
24. Ali will shine among the residents of paradise, like the shining morning star. [Kanzal
Amaal 11/204]

25. Ali is the Amir (leader) of the believers. [Ibn Asakir 2/260]
(The End)
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